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Vikash Jha Solo Show, Voyages of Reflections, on MvVO ART
August 2 - 8, 2021

Promising Young Immigrant Artist Creating Art and Seizing Opportunities

MvVO ART announced its first solo show, Voyages of Reflections, on Artsy, featuring the work of

Vikash Jha for one week (August 2 - 8, 2021). The talented Mr. Jha participated in the MvVO ART debut

at Sotheby’s (February 2018), and in both the 2019 and 2020 shows in the Oculus at the Westfield World

Trade Center, New York City. He is among the artists with works available for sale on the MvVO ART

Artsy gallery. This body of work reflects artists' deep cross-cultural influences and journeys so far,

traversing between eastern transcendental expressionism and modern western experientialism influenced

by Picasso, de Kooning, Rauschenberg, Rothko, Pollock, Gaitonde, Hussain and others.

“Vikash is an extraordinary talent and the perfect choice for the first solo show on our virtual gallery

space. His art is inspirational and so is his optimism and dedication to seeking out and seizing

opportunities to grow his art career. He has great potential and the heart to find an audience for his work.

We’re happy to support Vikash with a solo show.” Maria van Vlodrop, Founder CEO of MvVO ART.

Vikash recently won a contest hosted by Penguin Random House and was awarded a review by the art

critic and author of, ‘How to Be an Artist’, Jerry Saltz. The noted Pulitzer-prize winning critic said of

Vikash’s work: "You know a fair amount about art. Great sense of color.... internal light. Gets viewers

engaged from far and....then draws them in... by working back the details. This is important... I think that

if this is the least representative of your works, you are in great shape."



Vikash Jha is a contemporary abstract expressionist. Born in India, Vikash immigrated to the United

States to work in the Management Consulting and Financial Services Industries and for specialized

academic studies at Harvard and MIT, after his formal Art education in India. His diligence in seeking out

connections and opportunities has led to significant recognition for his budding career. Since 2017, his

work has been featured in many Chelsea galleries and shows in the New York Metro area including:

Pleiades Gallery, 1stDibs Design Center, Edison Arts Society, and MvVO AD ART SHOW.

“To get the invite from MvVO Art to be in their first solo artist show on Artsy, from among their

world-wide curated pool of artists, is a huge honor! I look forward to this experience!” - Vikash Jha
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